Think connected.

Think connected.
Conducting electricity. Cha
Controlling energy.
Welcome to OBO
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Discover what drives our company
– how we combine our high-quality
products to create innovative systems, and how our networked solutions form the electrotechnical infrastructure in buildings that cover
every kind of project throughout the
entire world.
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Tradition and innovation
100 years of passion for progress

We are an independent family company with a 100-year tradition, now
in the fourth generation. Our successful development is based on farreaching connections with retail, the
trade, planners and end-consumers.
We think and act with a long-term
entrepreneurial view – and with a
passion for progress.
Franz Bettermann
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Ernst Bettermann

Being connected
The core of our success lies in trusting,
reciprocal, committed interaction
between our employees, suppliers
and customers. As owners of the
company we uphold this sense of
being connected. It is the yardstick
against which we measure our
actions, and we expect our workforce
to embody it and also to demand it
from others.
Think connected.
The key to OBO’s success is our
consistent, ongoing orientation
around the speciﬁc needs of our
customers. That is the only way to
respond ﬂexibly and quickly to
changing requirements and changing
markets.

Ulrich Bettermann with his children (left to right) Andreas, Bianca, Christoph and Thomas
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Production expertise
The latest production facilities and
continuous process optimisation:
the foundation for first-class products
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Metal Expertise Centre, galvanising plant

Flexibility and efﬁciency
We are constantly searching for
ways of optimising our production
processes. Every single person
working in OBO’s production uses
his or her expertise to help advance
the company. Our production depth
and high level of process automation
give us great ﬂexibility and eﬃciency,
while our production facilities are
clearly segmented.

Transparency and effectiveness
We strive to achieve the utmost
transparency for our employees
and our customers. To this end, all
of the objectives, processes and
data within the company are continually outlined, measured and, if
possible, improved. The constant
development and modernisation of
our production plants is the foundation of our success.
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Impressions from production
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Our own testing centre (BET)

Metal production
• Sheet metal processing
• Wire processing
• Pipe processing
• Punching
• Proﬁling
• Welding
• Hot-dip galvanising
• Powder coating

Plastic production
• Extrusion
• Injection moulding

Electronic equipment production
• Soldering
• Assembly
• Testing
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Partnership
To us, customer service means being
there when you need us.
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Customer service and credibility
Cordiality, reliability and competence
promote acceptance, credibility and
lasting partnership.
The basis of this set of values is our
company’s consistent orientation
around the wishes and requirements
of our customers. Close partnerships with our customers are our
top priority. We are always on the
lookout for new ways of improving
these relations.

Help and advice
We are there when you need us.
Questions about our products?
Need help with assembly? Require
assistance when planning complex
projects? Our staﬀ can support you
in every stage of your project, no
matter where and when you need
our help. By continuously improving
our support services in every phase
of our cooperation, we lay the foundations for genuine partnership.

Speed and reliability
Optimised procedures and intelligent
logistics ensure that OBO products
are in the right place worldwide at
the right time. We can oﬀer you
comprehensive support from planning to assembly for large-scale
projects.
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Regional proximity
2,200 employees. More than 60 countries.
40 subsidiaries.

On location worldwide
The values for which our company
stands are conveyed and accomplished by the company’s consistent
proximity to the customer. Being
near to the customer means that
whenever borders open up and
new markets emerge, we are there
on location. This regional proximity
has repeatedly paid oﬀ – with its
workforce of 2,200, OBO is now
present in more than 60 countries
and on every continent.
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Our subsidiaries and agencies
O
Argentinia
O
Australia
O
Austria
O
Azerbaijan
O
Belgium
O
Bosnia-Herzegovina
O
Botswana
O Brazil
O
Bulgaria
O
Chile
O
China
O
Columbia
O
Croatia
O
Czech Republic
O
Denmark
O
Ecuador
O
Egypt
O
Eritrea
O
Estonia
O
Finland
O
France
O Germany
O
Great Britain
O
Greece
O
Hong Kong
O Hungary
O
Iceland

O
O
O
O
O

O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O

India
Indonesia
Iran
Ireland
Israel
Italy
Japan
Kazakhstan
Kuwait
Latvia
Lebanon
Lithuania
Luxembourg
Macedonia
Malaysia
Malta
Mexico
Mozambique
Namibia
Netherlands
New Zealand
Nigeria
Norway
Philippines
Poland
Portugal
Qatar
Republic of Belarus

O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O

O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O

Rumania
Russia
Serbia
Singapore
Slovakia
Slovenia
South Africa
South Korea
Spain
Sri Lanka
Schweden
Switzerland
Syria
Turkey
Ukraine
USA
VAE
Vietnam
Zimbabwe

O Production Sites
O
O

Subsidiaries
Agencies
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The OBO Principle
No Drilling

1952
The OBO metal anchor
that embodied the
“No Drilling” epithet

Examples of our continuous
innovation in all product areas:
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Connection and
fastening systems

Transient voltage and lightning
protection systems

Cable support systems

1998 | OBO Multiquick
Three sizes for all areas
of use

1987 | V20-C
The ﬁrst changeable, VDE-tested
surge conductor for 230 V
systems

2008 | RKS-Magic®
The snap-on cable tray sets
new standards

OBO – our trademark says it all.
Up until 1952, one thing was set in
stone: if you had to ﬁt a wall plug or
anchor, then you had to drill a hole
ﬁrst. No question about that. Except
one OBO engineer disagreed and
went on to develop a metal anchor
which, on account of its special
construction, could be hammered
straight into walls.

More than half a century has passed
since this invention, and our pioneering spirit is very much alive, with
our engineers working constantly to
develop new products and improve
existing ones so that they are easier, and therefore more eﬀective,
for tradesmen to use. OBO is our
trademark – and OBO stands for a
philosophy of questioning and developing products constantly.

To you, OBO is always good for a
pleasant surprise, and has been
for 100 years.

From that moment on, our pioneering spirit had a name: “OBO –
Ohne Bohren” – “No Drilling”. It was
an advancement which made work
far easier for the tradesmen of the
day.

Fire protection systems

Cable routing systems

Device systems

Underﬂoor systems

2008 | PYROSIT®
2-component ﬁre
protection foam

2011 | Rapid 80
Three materials, one
universal system

2010 | Modul 45 Connect
The changeable system for
increased speed and safety

1994 | GRAF9
Junction and branch box with
fully embeddable tube body
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Innovative systems
30,000 products for electrotechnical
infrastructure
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VBS
TBS
KTS
BSS
LFS
EGS
UFS

Quality and intelligence
Conducting electricity. Channelling
data. Controlling energy. Our
company’s systems are based on
high-quality, intelligent products with
the highest level of compatibility to
your place of application.

|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Connection and fastening systems
Transient and lightning protection systems
Cable support systems
Fire protection systems
Cable routing systems
Device installation systems
Underﬂoor systems

Innovative performance
Ground-breaking products and the
continuous development of our systems provide the basis for our
company’s future success, and our
engineers work daily towards that
goal. It is this high level of performance based on innovation which
is a fundamental component of our
corporate culture and company
history.
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Solutions
Our systems for your project

Industry and plant construction
• Mining and raw material extraction
• Metal-producing industry
• Oil, gas and coal industry
• Tunnel building
• General heavy industry
• Chemical and pharmaceutical
industry
• Mechanical engineering
• Food industry
• Warehouse and control technology
• General production and processing
industry
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Mobility
• Automotive industry
• Shipbuilding industry
• Rail industry
• Aviation industry
• Space industry
• Airports, railway stations, ports

Power, supply and disposal industry
• Atomic energy
• Fossil fuel energy: power plants
• Renewable energy: solar
• Renewable energy: wind
• Waterworks and puriﬁcation
• Recycling and waste disposal
• Electricity supply
• Telecommunications and IT:
data centres

Think connected.
We connect our systems to create
solutions for your project, be it an ofﬁce building, for infrastructure or for a
wind turbine. This means that we can
supply you with all of your electrotechnical infrastructure from a single
source.

Services and consumer industry / living
• Education
• Health care
• Sports and entertainment
• Exhibitions and consumer industry
• Tourism
• General services
(functional building)
• Private (residential building)

The following pages show you
examples from a wide range of
areas.
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Example 1:
Solutions for power stations
Keeping pace with energy production
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OBO for power stations
Absolute expertise and a great deal
of experience are required when it
comes to building power stations.
Enormous quantities of materials
and complex systems have to be in
the right place at the right time. OBO
has been oﬀering comprehensive
solutions for all types of power
stations for decades. We know the
requirements down to the last detail,
and we are your dependable partners from planning all the way to
commissioning.

Our global references speak for
themselves
OBO is familiar with the diﬀerent
demands and requirements involved
in planning and building power stations – whether the power involved
is to be supplied to a German conurbation or a Chinese industrial region.

Core products:
• Assembly systems
• Cable tray systems
• Cable ladder systems
• Wide span systems
• Function maintenance systems
• Surge protection systems
• Lightning protection systems
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Example 2:
Solutions for photovoltaic systems
Combined protection with Protect Plus
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Lasting safety and security
Photovoltaic systems are exposed to
wind and weather over periods of
decades. The Protect Plus modular
system enables photovoltaic engineers to protect their systems in the
long term against the eﬀects of rain,
snow, wind and surge voltages. This
ensures that the system runs reliably
and therefore proﬁtably. Our products
are suitable for pitched-roof, ﬂat-roof
and free-ﬁeld systems.

Core products:
• Lightning protection systems
• Surge protection systems
• Equipotential bonding systems
• Earthing systems
• Mounting systems
• Mesh cable tray systems
• Cable tray systems
• Wall and ceiling ducts and trunking
• Insulation
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Example 3:
Solutions for airports
Maximum safety and fault-free operation
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Convenience and safety
Complex building structures, multiple
functions, large numbers of people:
infrastructural projects place particularly high demands on electrotechnical equipment. Our systems fulﬁl two
central requirements in day-to-day
operations: convenience and safety.
By supporting you throughout all the
phases of your project, we can
guarantee that your project runs
smoothly.

Experience
Our company can look back over
many years of experience in the ﬁeld
of infrastructure. We have been assisting with demanding projects all
over the world for many decades.

Core products:
• Mounting systems
• Cable tray systems
• Mesh cable tray systems
• Function maintenance systems
• Insulation
• Underﬂoor systems for heavy loads
• Device installation duct and
trunking systems
• Surge protection systems
• Lightning protection systems
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Example 4:
Solutions for office buildings
Intelligent supply and perfect protection
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Multiple tasks
People who use modern oﬃce buildings place high demands on convenience, aesthetics, ﬂexibility and
safety. Our systems enable power
and data to be sent easily from the
point at which they enter the building all the way to each individual
workplace – through the ceiling, the
ﬂoor, or the wall, depending on your
requirements.

Core products:
• Device installation duct and trunking
systems
• Service pole systems
• Screed-covered underﬂoor systems
• Screed-ﬂush underﬂoor systems
• Installation components for false and
hollow ﬂoors
• Device installation systems
• Insulation
• Escape route installations

Our ﬁre protection systems and our
surge voltage and lightning protection systems provide dependable
protection for people and assets.
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Example 5:
Solutions for industrial buildings
Tough as they come
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Economical
When undertaking industrial projects,
it is important to have a partner
whom you can rely upon completely
in every phase of the proceedings.
Our expertise and innovative systems
guarantee economical solutions
which can be adapted to every environment and every requirement.

Safe
Safely supplying electricity and data
for everyday operation, and protecting people and assets in the event
of danger – OBO systems are suitable
for every scenario.

Core products:
• Assembly systems
• Cable tray systems
• Cable ladder system
• Wide span systems
• Function maintenance systems
• Surge protection systems
• Lightning protection systems
• Wall and ceiling ducts and trunking
• Piping systems
• Wiring duct and trunking systems
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Example 6:
Solutions for wind turbines
Weathering the storm
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Comprehensive solutions –
from gondola to plate
A whole branch of industry is proﬁting from the driving force of one
of the oldest forms of energy. Wind
turbines have long established
themselves as a future-proof technology that harnesses renewable
energy. Modern, powerful wind
turbines place enormous demands
on the quality and reliability of the
components used to make them.
The electrotechnical infrastructure
is particularly important, since it is
critical to the functional safety of the
entire system.

Core products:
• Mounting systems
• Cable tray systems
• Mesh cable tray systems
• Vertical route systems
• Rail systems
• Clamp clip systems
• Wiring duct and trunking systems
• Fire protection systems
• Surge protection systems
• Lightning protection systems
• Earthing systems
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OBO BETTERMANN GmbH & Co. KG
PO Box 1120
Tel.: +49 (0)23 73 89-0
E-mail: info@obo.de
58694 Menden, Germany
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